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NEWS RELEASE — 3/16 'S' cale RR Magazine Ceases Publication
The current issue (Volume 4, No.
1) with the green cover is our last.
Dissatisfaction with the quality of
the October/November 1992 issue
led to the editor's resignation. As
publisher, I've decided against
attempting to recruit a talented
and knowledgeable replacement to
work long hours on a volunteer
basis.
Ironically, this unexpected event
comes just as we became profitable. Response to our recent price
increase was positive and the
subscriber renewal rate actually
increased over last year. Contrary
to one rumor, financial problems
were not a factor in the decision
to discontinue publication.
Regarding unexpired subscriptions, I've contacted several other
publishers with the following
results: Bob Brown of the Gazette,
Bob Hundman of Mainline
Modelers, and Harold Carstens of
Railroad Model Craftsman have

all agreed to supply their magazine
to complete your subscription. In
particular, RMC outdid themselves
by making a 2-for-l offer whereby
you will receive two copies of RMC
for each issue remaining on your
subscription if you select RMC as
your replacement magazine. If you
already have a subscription with
one of these magazines, it will be
extended by the appropriate
number of copies. Kalmbach
declined to participate.
In the event none of the above
magazines are of interest and you
desperately need money, a cash
refund will be considered (no
guarantees). A limited number of
refunds can be considered (no
guarantees), but to do so for all

I TRACTION & TROLLEYS QUARTERLY

subscribers will strain our finances
beyond the breaking point.
Bob Hundman remarked that this
is the most ethical effort he has
ever seen for a magazine closing.
I'd like to think that this has been
an honest venture with our
aspirations, plans, and problems
always out in the open. I've
incurred financial losses for three
years to bring you a fine magazine
(my personal opinion) and will
greatly appreciate your choice of
an alternate publication in lieu of
a cash refund. Please let us know
which magazine you prefer (only
one choice!) before February 1,
1993.
Sincerely,
Ed Loizeaux, Publisher
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President's Message

From The Editor

Gentlemen:

First of all I want to thank those of you who responded
to the December issue questionnaire. Altogether I
received 53 replies. Which means that out of 1300
NASG members, 95% don't care what direction the
Dispatch takes. I will list the results in the April
issue.

I hope everyone's holiday was a good one.
For my last time as president, I would like to
wish you all a belated Happy and Healthy New
Year.
I look forward to 1993 with great expectations
for the future of "S" Gauge. There have been
many new products that have come out in the
past year, and also planned for the future; I
am sure we will see our gauge grow.
One important way that we can impress
fellow model railroaders is by attending the
1993 Joint Convention with the NMRA and N
Trak Association. Our attendance at this
convention is important to us. I would like to
see you all at Valley Forge.
Our members should come to help out with
the modular layout we intend to have at the
trade show. Other members should come to help
set up the Hi Rail/AF Operating layout we will
have at the convention in the main hotel. This
layout will be operating adjacent to the
hospitality room we have planned for our
members.
Finally, you should attend because I truly
believe you will have a good time. In all the
years I have been attending the convention,
I have always enjoyed the good times and the
fellowship. So gentlemen, if you haven't
registered yet, please do so now. The application has been enclosed for your convenience.
Also, if you would like to help out with the
modular layout, please contact:
Don Thompson
2 Roberts Road
New Brunswick, NJ 07747
(908) 545-9306
If you would like to help with the Hi Rail
Operating layout, please contact:
Josh Seltzer
3567 Antisdale Avenue
Cleveland Heights, OH 44118
(216) 932-0709
If you need additional information regarding
the convention, please contact:
Bill Lane
525 Warwick Road
Deptford, NJ 08096
(609) 848-2739
or Charlie Leonard
12 Garner Lane
Willingboro, NJ 08046
(609) 877-7887
Again, I hope that you will attend the
convention at Valley Forge, I am sure you will
have a good time.
Sincerely,
Michael R. Ferraro

On a more positive subject — I recently saw a survey
which Model Railroader magazine conducted and
one of the questions they asked was "Primary Choice
of Modeling Scales." The response showed that 67.7%
of their readership listed HO, and 1.4% listed S scale.
These figures did not surprise me but I WAS surprised
by the "Second Choice" column which showed that
9.6% of those respondents listed S scale!
The 9.6% figure doesn't sound like much until it's
compaired to MR's total circulation of 225,000 people.
The 9.6% figure means that 21,600 model railroaders
consider S scale as their second favorite! It seems
to me that these are the most likely people to be
recruited into S scale. Even if a small portion of them
could be wooed from their present scale it would be
a terrific boost for the S product industry as well as
the S fraternity overall.
So how do we recruit them? That's the sixty-four
dollar question. An aggressive promotion campaign
by way of advertising in the mainline press would
surely be the most productive, but that costs money.
Who is going to sponsor it? The NASG can't afford
it, and we shouldn't have to take on the burden alone
anyway. Who has the most to gain by doubling or
tripling the S consumer base? The S product
manufacturers, of course. S Helper Service's recent
full page color ads in MR and RMC magazine are
exactly the type of S promotion that can bring about
convertees to S scale.
Could there be a consortium of S scale financiers for
such a promotion? The new demand for products
would stimulate even more products, and hopefully
lower costs. When we also consider the increasing
price of other-scale merchandise we have a recipe
which makes S scale very appetizing to people who
already list it as their second choice.
If anyone has some positive ideas along these lines
I would like to include them in this forum.

-Mike Palmiter

MEET AN S GAUGER
By Bob Jackson

The accompanying photograph would lead you to
think that a real gentleman was staring back at us.
Many old timers know that it is really a case of
protective plumage; its jus' ol' Russ Mobley. Russ you
will recall is the 1992 recipient of the coveted Bernie
Thomas Memorial Award.
Russ was the third General Director of the NASG,
serving from July 1965 to August 1970. An account
of his stewardship of the NASG appeared in The
Dispatch Vol. IX No. 4. He is also the owner and
driving force behind Amity Star Models.
Russ says that he "started in model railroading at
the ripe old age of 6 or 7 years with a Lionel set for
Christmas and with a promise to Mom that I would
stop sucking my thumb if I got the Lionel." He got
the Lionel but didn't stop sucking his thumb. He was
able to work that angle to increase his Lionel holdings
for a couple more years until he actually got tired
of sucking his thumb and quit, cold turkey, at the
age of 9 years. However, by this time he was a
confirmed O gauger which he remained until he
discovered in 1949, when he was in the Air Force,
that he couldn't fit his O stuff into his foot-locker.
Having to leave it behind forced him to consider HO
because it was smaller. During his basic training in
Biloxi, MS he had the good fortune to visit Frank
Ellison in New Orleans. That visit really made him
pine for his O gauge, but he stuck with HO, and during
a European tour in the '50s got involved with an HO
group in Germany.
As his European tour was about to end he realized
that he had too much weight for his rank so he sold
all of his HO stuff and arrived at Wichita Falls, TX,
in 1958, with no railroad at all. He soon made his
way to a local hobby shop to see what was going
on State-side. There he saw a great American Flyer
S gauge Union Pacific 4-8-4 set with a string of freight
cars and was instantly transformed into an S gauger.
He has been one ever since.
Frequent moves dictated purchasing a mobile home
to house his family. At each "stop-over" he built a
small utility type building behind the trailer to house
his "ATLANTIC AND PACIFIC RAILROAD". The
first of these layouts was 8x10 and was strictly AF.
The second was 8x12 and also strictly AF. The third
was a 10x20 hi rail layout. There followed a string
of layouts, each getting bigger and more scale
oriented (Russ has built a total of 11 layouts). The
last two have both been built at Russ' Thomson, GA
address and both in the same room with 12x37 foot
dimensions.
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Russ Mobley

Russ started Amity Star Models back in 1971, when
as he says, "I realized that S needed some modern
equipment to survive. Southern's "Big John" hopper
was my first kit offering and I was kinda surprised
that it sold as many as it did. To date, more than
one-hundred of them have been produced." Amity
Star then followed with the Bulkhead Flat and PFE
Mechanical Reefer kits. With the acceptance of these
kits, Russ began to get calls for some transition era,
as well as USRA and AAR models. This prompted
him to bring out several such kits and at present he
was working on others. His current projects include
"a crop of wood sheathed cabeese". His prototypes
include GN, D&RGW, NYC, UP and SP. When his
current projects are completed, Amity Star will have
racked up 21 kits produced over a period of 21 years.
Though he is retired from the Air Force, Russ drives
an 18 wheeler "to put groceries on the table and to
supplement his retirement income." In two years, he
will be eligible for Social Security retirement benefits,
and then plans to expand Amity Star into new
headquarters along with a new and larger room for
the A&P Railroad. Despite a heavy load, Russ has
somehow always managed to keep a full head of
steam as an S Gauger ...RWJ

ENGLEWOOD
By Mike Palmiter

Englewood Union Station had been closed for three years when this 1972 view was taken. Save
for the boarded 2nd floor windows and missing sign, the depot looked as it had during the many
decades of service to railroad passengers.

Layout builders who like track arrangements based
on real life locations should consider the Englewood
Union Station area of Chicago. This junction had
a track pattern perfectly suited to model railroading-a relatively small plant with high density operation.
Englewood Station was located on Chicago's south
side near 63rd & State Streets and served four
railroads: New York Central, Rock Island, Pennsylvania, and the Nickel Plate. In addition to the busy
passenger operations were the many freight transfers
of the Pennsy and Rock Island. The NYC also had
a large freight yard and locomotive service facility
just east of the station.

The depot building itself was a very simple architectural style. The only distinctive characteristic were
the archways on the facade. The center one was the
main entrance from 63rd Street, the other four were
covered with pale green metal panels. To this day
your author does not know if the metal panels were
part of the original design when the station was built
in 1899 or later additions to seal open alcoves. To
the right of the archways was a tunnelway under
the building leading up a ramp to a parking court
behind the station. This unusual arrangement created
an ideal train watching theater for railroad buffs;
no matter where one stood it was impossible to miss
train movements in literally every direction.

As can be seen in the accompanying illustrations,
Englewood Station was set in a small triangular tract
between these rail lines. Just outside the concourse
door was the multi-track crossing of the PRR and
RI which consisted of twelve diamonds!

Just across the Pennsy tracks stood the Englewood
interlocking tower which was as architecturally
simple as the depot building. Pennsly vania and Rock
Island trains calling at the station were not supposed
to block the crossing, but they frequently did!

Your author tried to be as faithful as possible to the prototype for this model of the famous station.
The simple form of the structure made it quite easy to recreate.

Arrangement of the prototypeEnglewood Union Station.

(Continued from Page 6)
When this happened, trains entering on the other line
would have to wait until the crossing was clear before
continuing on. The NYC and RI junction to the north
of the station was such that interference between each
railroad was scarcely a problem.
There was one other handicap for the station. Because
each railroad had only a single passenger platform
it was necessary for trains on the same line entering
the station simultaneously to take turns. For example,
a Chicago bound NYC train stopping to discharge
passengers required patrons to walk across the other
track in order to reach the depot building. A NYC
train outbound from Chicago arriving at Englewood
while the inbound train was letting off passengers
had to stop and wait beyond the station grounds until
the other train was again on its way. These are some
of the operational challenges which contribute to
making Englewood Union Station so appealing for
a model layout.
All rail lines serving Englewood were elevated above
street level. Until the 1950s trolleys operated along
63rd Street so traction minded modelers might want
to keep this in mind to add even more railroad
operation on their layout.
A number of years ago this writer built an HO scale
layout which included a faithful representation of
Englewood Station. That track scheme focused on the
NYC-RI-NKP line from downtown Chicago thru
Englewood. There was also a set of tracks which
represented the PRR rail line. In order to keep NYCNKP and RI trains on their respective tracks it was
necessary to include return loops for each line.
(Continued on Page 10)
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This is the pattern your author used for his HO scale Englewood layout. The section shown here
measured approximately 22 feet by 26 feet. A simplified S scale layout could be built in the same
amount of space.

Northwest overview showing the remains of Chicago's Englewood Union Station. Tracks in the
foreground are the former PRR mainline crossing the forming CRI&P mainline at the tower. Tracks
curving to the right are the abandoned NYC and NKP line.

Your author built Englewood Station in HO scale a good number of years ago. This scene illustrates
how the components all work together.

(Continued From Page 8)
Not every train room has the
space necessary for such
loops, but if a modeler takes
some operational liberties
and allows trains from each
railroad to use tracks on other
lines, an Englewood model
with continuous running
could be built in a much
smaller area.
The real life Englewood
Union Station was closed in
1969 and sat derelict for 13
years before being razed. The
basic track pattern is still
there but none of the former
character remains. One of the
most appealing aspects of
model railroading is that we
are able to recreate any of our
favorite railroad locations no
matter what happens to the
prototype.

If an enterprising modeler would like to build Englewood Station
and include interior detail, here's what it looked like.

The interlocking tower across the Pennsy tracks from the station was as architecturally simple
as the depot building. A former Penn Central Geep ambles by with its expediantly painted Conrail
logo.
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SLORE
By Jim Kindraka

The "Mail Track" section of the October '92 Dispatch
carried a letter from Earl Henry that set me thinking.
We do need to discuss, a lot more, how problems are
dealt with. A friend of mine once told me that he
refuses to review any product that has serious
problems. His opinion is that it is better to be silent
than criticize a new product or popular manufacturer.
I think that's popular but not a particularly positive
position to take in order to build better products for
the future. Simply to find fault doesn't help either,
but a little constructive criticism won't hurt any of
us and I think this "S Lore" column is the best forum
for such information. This is the section where all
sorts of practical information on solutions to product
problems should be presented.

replacements exist. That isn't all that bad since the
replacements would probably be of the same brittle
plastic! A perfect replacement can be made from one
of the universal shafts in the original Overland F3
and F7 unit diesels. These are much higher quality
universal shafts (manufactured by a different
company) and have been made obsolete in the original
F3 and F7 units by the F3/F7 Redrive Kits marketed
by River Raisin Models in late 1991. The smaller of
the 2 shaft holes needs to be drilled out with a #41
drill bit, but otherwise it makes a perfect replacement
for the original universal shaft. Replacement will
require removing the motor from its mount (3 screws)
and carefully but firmly press fitting the new
universal on both shafts. It takes about 30 minutes.

Since entering the brass business I have dismantled
and repaired any number of locomotives and cars.
It has helped me appreciate the incredible amount
of engineering and work that goes into building one
of these models. It has also lead me to develop
solutions to several common problems with certain
models. In an effort to get a "solutions" discussion
going in this column, here are several ideas.

4. The ALCO RS-11/RS-18/RS-32 diesels are (in my
opinion) among S scale's most nicely detailed and
powerful locomotives. They also are virtually
forgotten because they represent a sparsely modeled
era (1956-70) and the models tend to run poorly out
of the box. The units will hesitate (run/stop/run) over
the entire speed range as if the wheels are dirty. The
real problem is that the Koreans did not wire the units
properly. Each non-insulated wheel is provided with
a wheel wiper for electrical pick-up. However, if you
remove the superstructure, you'll find the motor lead
wires attached to the top of the gear towers. The gear
towers are electrically isolated from the wheel wipers,
meaning the wipers perform a useless function.
Electrical current must traverse through the axles,
gears and gear case to get to the motor lead wires.
This leads to poor contact and the intermittent, start/
stop operation. The fix is simple - solder the motor
leads directly to the wheel wipers. It requires
removing only the 2 bolster plate mounting screws,
you don't have to dismantle the trucks or even remove
the drive shaft. It takes about 15 minutes and yields
an unbelievable change in locomotive performance,
especially slow speed operation.

1. First and foremost, remember all brass models
are hand built. If something doesn't fit quite right
the individual constructing the model may "custom"
fit it. Consequently it is extremely important that any
working mechanism piece removed (for painting, etc.)
must be returned to its original position on the model.
This even extends to which truck is on which end
of freight cars. Many times bolsters are custom fit
to achieve a correctly balanced car. Inadvertently
reversing the trucks can leave the car with an 8° list!
2. On some of the older Overland pieces, the motor
and gear tower are joined by a very short piece of
flexible tubing rather than a universal joint. If this
tubing slips or breaks, the model will perform poorly
or not at all. This tubing shouldn't be replaced unless
it is not performing. If it needs replacement, seek out
a good R/C model airplane hobby shop. What you're
looking for is model airplane fuel line tubing. Its
heavy wall construction makes it an ideal
replacement - better than that originally supplied by
the Koreans.
3. A few of the Overland USRA Light Pacific's also
tend to have universal joint problems. The collars
of the universal can crack parallel to both the motor
and gear tower shafts. In this case, the plastic used
to manufacture the universal shaft was of poor
quality - too hard with limited expansion flexibility.
Since the manufacturer (M.S. Models) no longer does
business here (too many quality problems?), no

WANTED
Imaginative Loads!
Too many empty cars are

*** BORING ***
Load 'em up and...
Enter
the
NASG Contest!
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MORE LORE
Adding sound to a model railroad
usually means cutting a large hole
somewhere on the layout then
attaching a speaker under the
benchwork. This method is messy
and often requires damaging
existing scenery. The speaker hole
then has to be camouflaged in
some way.
For my layout's audio system I
have come up with a more practical
way to place speakers and add a
lineside scenic detail in the
bargain! I use speaker boxes from
an old stereo set with overlays
added to form a building structure.
My technique is similar to the way
I make highrise buildings but
instead of forming a Plexiglas
superstructure, the audio box
frame is already established by
way of the speaker housing. The
basic idea of camouflaging audio
speaker boxes could be applied to
virtually any type of model
railroad building structure. I chose
to make mine into an office-type
building which fit in with my
urban environment. I can easily
imagine a warehouse
or
manufacturing building made in
the same fashion.

This unimposing little building is really an audio speaker in
disguise. It is one of three such "structures" on your author's
layout to provide sound effects without having to cut a large
hole and mount a speaker from underneath.

I

I f

The first step in preparing the
speaker box is to paint the four
sides with glossy black paint. This
will represent window glazing with
a dark interior when the building
is finished. After the paint is dry
add 3/4" vinyl tape for the
horizontal floor separators. Black
or brown tape is best for this since
the dark colors are what we see on
many buildings in the real world.
The tape strips should be placed
an inch apart all the way around
the box which is a good proportion
for S scale buildings. When laid on
their back, the size of most audio
speaker boxes allow for a three
story building suitable for nearly
any layout setting.
In addition to the vinyl tape floor
separators, it is a good idea to add
1/16" Letraline™ tape between
12

Here is another audio speaker box your author has detailed as
a building. This one is used for ambient city sounds from a prerecorded cassette.

(Continued from Page 12)
each strip which will form a window sash
when the project is completed. Next, add
strips of matboard or wood to form the
vertical lines of the building. For a more
detailed model, I suggest adding brick
embossed construction material. Most any
dark color will create a good looking
building model.
A small hole is all that needs to be drilled
into the layout for the speaker wire; the
speaker building can then be set in place.
The fabric face of the speaker box when
laid on its back becomes the roof of the
building. This fabric can be darkened with
stain, and roof-top details can be added
to help hide what it really is. On my
speaker buildings I added elevator
housings, chimneys and advertising signs
to further hide the fabric surface.
I have a total of three audio speaker
buildings on my layout. One is connected
to a cassette player for ambient city
sounds. The other two are connected to my
Roanoke sound unit which supplies
various horns and whistles. These sounds
have been recorded onto chips from real
life locomotives. The wire from the
Roanoke unit goes to a slide switch which
sends the sound to one of two speakers
located at each end of the layout. For
anyone not familiar with the Roanoke
units, you have to hear it to believe it!
These are actual locomotive sounds which
the operator can activate with a lever for
any duration.

Audio speaker boxes are easily disguised as scenery by
adding overlays of matboard to form building details.
Final finishing should include rooftop accessories such
as chimneys, water tanks or signs.

For whatever type of sound you would
want on your layout, the speaker building
method, which I've described, will save
you from cutting a large hole somewhere,
and can easily be moved from one location
to another.
If you would like to implement layout
sound as I've described but don't have old
speaker boxes, they can be purchased at
Radio Shack in various sizes priced
between $15 and $25.
Also be advised that speakers for ANY
realistic sound reproduction need to be in
a box frame for proper resonance. If a
speaker is used without a box housing it
will sound tinny. The Radio Shack
speakers I refer to come as a boxed readyto-use speaker.
—Mike Palmiter

An audio speaker/building is hidden in this group of city
structures. The foreground buildings at left are City
Classic kits; the taller building at right with dormers on
the roof is a scratch built model. All the cars are Matchbox
and Majorette toys perfectly sized for S scale.
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THE JET AGE
By Mike Palmiter

A modified Flyer EPS body shell on an American Models power chassis passes a freight on your
author's Harlem Division.

In 1956 American Flyer came out with their New
Haven double cab electric locomotive. It was an eye
catcher allright, two cabs, pantographs, and a flashy
paint scheme. I was twelve years old and the $35
price tag was too extravagant for me then, even on
a Christmas list.
The years went by and I grew to adulthood, but that
gorgeous locomotive was never forgotten. Life's
wanderings eventually brought me full circle and I
found myself back to S scale with its American Flyer
roots. Adding that sleek New Haven gem to my
growing roster became a priority.
At that time LTI had not yet come out with their
production and it was my naive' assumption that a
used NH locomotive would easily be within my
budget. What I hadn't figured on was the present day
value of Flyer collector pieces! I then started inquiring
around as to where a junker could be found. Since
I wanted to modify it for scale anyway all I really
needed was the body shell which could be redecorated
and put on a different drive chassis. After some
searching I found a company called Instrument
Designs which offered a casting of the original Flyer
shell, so I ordered one.
14

Before doing any work on my model I did a little
research on the prototype. Ten of these locomotives
were delivered to the New Haven beginning in 1954.
They were soon nicknamed "JETS" by the railroad
crews because of their powerful drives and the noise
they produced when accelerating. I referred to
prototype photos so that I could decorate the body
shell correctly. The geometric paint scheme (called
McGuinness after the New Haven president) was
simple enough to mask, and luckily I had bought some
out-of-production HO Champ decal sets which had
NH emblems sized right for S scale. In short order
the body shell was correctly decorated but I still
needed to find some pantographs and a drive chassis.
At an Indianapolis train show I discovered that
American Flyer and Lionel pantographs are exactly
the same size so I bought a pair from a Lionel parts
dealer. Even though they are slightly oversized for
true S scale there was no problem because I am a
tinscaler* at heart.
* A Tinscaler is someone who calls himself a sealer but includes
certain non-scale tinplate details.

(Continued on Page 16)

A stock American Flyer New Haven electric locomotive (above) and first advertising for the units
on the back cover of the 1956 Flyer catalog.
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J«M» Me* tit* N*w Haven ft.*. ho*

PULL-MOR POWER
This locomotive will pull 40 or more cars
with ease, will climb steep grades!

-DRIVE MOTOR
N*.4f*W NEW HAVIN 6,1. EUcCIRiC IOCOMOTIVE
HHffc »uii».in fl.clronk Whiili*
now with the New ll«v«n R»Hrt*4 — «na
with Am«»w*rt F!y«rf Thit »fc*fc be*uty,
rc*f itf*t it** tlte m»»t jpowcrfat electric loos
with it* trim orange, bl«»ck *nd white
|»uM* ti^'- f .'«rj^f'j o: J'r<-;;:ht e«r» with «q«* *«ie
it h*t *roewhuiH-in Electronic Whittle (not *

Horn!) juit hfer the k>»4 on th« rtxt New
. Motor i* worm-rfrive »nd Jocomotive ha*
Mot Ifow^r — ttie sennmtkmal
that make* all other !<x;ws without it
coupler* front *nd rear. Me**urc*

OHKAfMNfe

THI A, C O&HRT COMPANY
, N«w H« vo« *, CmMrttevt

tai t« HM«% wt th«flick«l«fit»f*r.

t*o1i*m «f *h* 0£ N«w H«v»n
Mtefc^p.A^. iC.K|r.»H>M) MIAMI, M 1.1
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Your author powered his "Jet" with an American Models FP7 chassis. To make 6-wheel trucks
I added a dummy axle from spare parts. The configuration is not prototypically correct but will
have to do until something better comes along.

(Continued from Page 14)
The last obstacle for getting the model into operation
was a suitable power chassis. I exchanged a few
letters with electric locomotive expert Dick Karnes
about this. Dick offered some helpful suggestions but
I was ultimately drawn to other possibilities. One idea
was to use an Omnicon PA power chassis but they
were too difficult to come by. I finally decided to
modify an American Models FP7 chassis by adding
an extra dummy axle to the trucks making them look
like the six-wheel trucks of the prototype.
After some experimenting I was able to tinker
together the extra axle by splicing parts of another
AM truck sideframe and covered the seam with brake
detail. The EMD style trucks are incorrect for the NH
prototype but I figured it was a minor concession to
get the unit into operation with a good drive, and
the AM unit certainly provided that! Eventually I
hope to replace the jerrybuilt sideframes with ones
closer to prototype configuration. If I do find a more
suitable drive chassis the present one can be used
for one of a few other ideas I've been kicking around
lately. At least now, after 35 years I have an
operational New Haven (a' la American Flyer) doublecab electric locomotive, the jewel of my roster!
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- NOTICE Several readers have asked
for the address of Instrument Designs.
As of 1991, it was
INSTRUMENT DESIGNS
37695 Jeanette Court
Spring Grove, IL 60081
(708)587-1116
Tom Hodgson

BRANCHLINE HAPPENINGS

Ernie
Horr
of
Spokane,
Washington sent these views of his
TINPLATE ROAD. All of the
equipment of course is for highrail
operation. Locomotive #20 looks
like a hybrid Flyer Baldwin diesel.
Maybe Ernie will tell us sometime
about the type of power chassis he
used with it.
The photo underneath shows a
Tinplate Road F-unit passing the
Riverton Stock yards.

Dan Mazzeo had to disassemble his
American Flyer layout when he
was transferred from Atlanta to
Denver. Here is a last look at the
former pike. Work is now
underway to get the trains rolling
again.
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The National Association ofS Gangers Presents

1993 American Flyer ™ Commemorative Cars
Produced by LIONEL™ for NASG Members Only

ANTICIPATED DELIVERY: AUGUST, 1993
The NASG has contracted with Lionel to produce a limited run of two American Flyer 1993 Commemorative freight
cars.
The 1993 cars, eighth and ninth in an annual series of NASG cars, will be
1) an emerald green RE A plug-door reefer, with red and white RE A logo.
2) a deep green Susquehanna sliding-door boxcar with red, yellow, and white Susie-Q logo.
We are limited by Lionel to sell these cars ONLY TO CURRENT OR NEW NASG MEMBERS. Current members:
If your membership expires on 6-30-93, or later, you are already eligible to buy this car without additional
membership dues. You must be a member to be able to purchase these 1993 Commemorative cars. This offer will
last only until May 30th, or until the supply of cars is exhausted. At this time, we will accept paid orders for no
more than two (2) of each car per member.
SEND YOUR ORDER WITH YOUR CHECK (payable to NASG, INC.) TO: NASG 1993 AMERICAN FLYER CARS,
c/o DOUG PECK, 6 STOREYBROOKE DRIVE, NEWBURYPORT, MA 01950.

Order Form

Order Deadline:
May 30, 1993

• Person al • . In forma. t£ofr

Don't Delay
Order Today

TOTALS

QUANTITY (circle number)

car;(s):
•I ADDRESS:::

• STATE'• -:- • • . '

:'"•••?:; :'•

:

Specials
"or

•;21P CODE • ". ;: ''•"••••
NASG MEMBERSHIP #
(Current members only)

. §. ::S36j:

1 or 2 s-Qcar(a):

:

1 REA S ;:1 S-Q car
$70} $_
.2, :REA; ;& 2 S-Q :cars*( $140").- $^

NASG NEW Membership Dues :( $17): $^
'' ••

(Current Memter:' DO .NOT HEflKW USING TfflS FOSM)

If : .Mass... resident,.,.5% SALES TfiX: :..$_

-, .::..• '.;""..:.-;•'•'•'•'':.;,.

* Remember!! Maximum order is 4 Cars
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:

'"'"'?'• • . •":..TOTAL:.:v$^.

A.F. SERVICE COMMITTEE REPORT
Doug Peck, Chairman

It is time to update everyone on the 1992 and 1993
AF Commemorative Car projects. I know that from
notes and calls I've received that you've looked for
an update in the past two issues. You found none,
mainly because of uncertainties about the status at
each of the due-dates for each issue.
Once again, let me remind you: for quickest reply,
please include an SASE or even a self-addressed
postcard. Or feel free to call me evenings, after 7 PM
EST. (And if I'm not home, my wife will probably
know the answer to your inquiry too, just from
listening to me over and over again on the phone!)
First, the 1992 cars: All CB&Q boxcars have been
delivered, and everyone should have received their
order for these cars by now. Contact me ASAP, if
you haven't.
The NKP flatcars are another story. Most flatcars
have been sent out. However, Lionel still has to deliver
60 cars to us, as their initial production ran short.
They have notified me that the 60-car run will not
be produced before February. So if you haven't
received your flatcar yet, it will, unfortunately,
probably be March before you get it. By the time you
read this, I should have been able to notify the
unlucky-60 recipients by postcard, so you know who
you are.
Then there's the Ertl truck-loads. Again, problems!
Ertl was almost four months late delivering these to
us. I received 1175 of them in November;
unfortunately we ordered and sold 1250 of them. Ertl
has halted production of our truck and refuses to
produce the remainder of our order. I am still trying
to get this problem corrected, but if I am not
successful, then the final 75 extra trucks that were
ordered by members will have to be cancelled, and
your $22 payments refunded. We will do this as soon
as I am satisfied that we definitely cannot obtain
the additional trucks. Please note that everyone who
ordered a flatcar will receive a load to go on it! Refunds
will only be for extra loads ordered separately. As
you read this, all of the 1175 loads should have been
delivered to you. The 75 likely recipients of refunds
have also been notified by postcard that a refund is
forthcoming. I regret the need to do this, but Ertl
has not treated us satisfactorily on this project.
Besides being shorted and very late, the cabs are not
the ones we ordered. I'm sure you noticed it is a very
modern sleeper-cab; it should not have been. We had
ordered an older-style sleeperless cab more
appropriate to the early 60s. Since it does not mount

on the flatcar anyway, we opted to keep it rather than
return all the units and then have to wait another
3-4 months to receive the correct ones.
Finally, Lionel was not on-target this year either! No
pilot-models were ever supplied for either car, and
as a result we did not pick up the fact that the wrong
car numbers were used, or that the NASG
identification was omitted. So after four years of very
successful car projects, 1992 was much less than
satisfactory!
Looking ahead to the 1993 project, you will hopefully
find the ad for this year's two cars in this issue (if
I was able to make the deadline). If not, you will
definitely find it in the next issue. 1993 will bring
you a very attractive REA plugdoor reefer, and a
sliding-door Susie-Q boxcar. Both should be very
popular cars, I think. Pilot-models of both cars have
already been received from Lionel, so this year they
should be satisfactory! Send in your orders early. Last
year, some of those who waited too long would have
been out of luck except for the fact that I was able
to get a few additional of each car from Lionel at
the last minute.
The car selection process for 1994 is already
underway. My thanks go to Paul McDonald and Lee
Durrence for organizing the car selection process for
the 1992,1993, and 1994 cars.
My last comment is an appeal for AF-related articles
for use in the Dispatch. We can't print what we don't
receive, and the response from our AF membership
has been very underwhelming! Please make it a New
Year's Resolution to contribute something this year!
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PROTOTYPE VIEW

South Shore Line trains prepare for the afternoon commuter rush at Chicago's Randolph
Street Station. The landmark Prudential Building looms in the background — Station facilities
for the SS and Illinois Central commuter trains are located in the building's lower levels.
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"THE LITTLE TRAIN THAT COULD
By Mike Palmiter
For this entry of Prototype View I
spotlight the old South Shore Line, or
as it is more properly called, The
Chicago, South Shore and South Bend
Railroad. The line was begun many
decades ago as an electric interurban
connecting Chicago with cities and
towns along the south shore of Lake
Michigan (hence the name) and
terminated at South Bend, Indiana.
Most of the South Shore Line was single
track with numerous freight sidings
and spurs.
Until modernization in the 1980s,
equipment on the line consisted of rivetsided motor coaches for passenger
service, and various motor units for
freight business. Passenger trains
leaving Chicago were made-up of
several coaches; as the trains dropped
off passengers the extra coaches were
also left behind at Gary and Michigan
City so that by the time the trains
reached South Bend they were often

little train

V
"The Little Train That Could" sign was applied to all South
Shore cars about 1970. The public relations department must
have figured the aging equipment needed all the help they
could muster.

Motor coach #19 prepares to leave the Shops at Michigan City, Indiana. This car's length was
extended from the original sixty feet but not given picture windows as other modernized cars
were.
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down to a single motorcoach. Trains
leaving South Bend for Chicago
likewise had cars added along the way
to accommodate Chicagobound
commuters.
Livery of the old South Shore passenger
equipment was orange sides with
maroon letterboards and silver roofs.
The silver roofs tended to weather
quickly and were more often seen as dull
gray.
I was raised in the 1950s just a couple
of blocks from the South Shore Line on
South Bend's near west side. Where the
line came closest to my home was a
small siding called Cummins. Incoming
and outgoing trains could pass there if
schedule delays caused a meet. Also at
Cummins was a short spur to a paper
product warehouse. The South Shore
Line of that era was a busy railroad with
passenger trains coming or going every
hour throughout the day. Notre Dame
home football games in the Fall created
a bonanza for trainwatchers like me.
Football fans from the Chicago area
Prior to departure from Chicago's Randolph Street Station,
swelled South Shore trains to full
a dutiful motorman cleans his cab window. In this 1982 scene,
capacity all the way to the South Bend
battle scarred #109 was in its last weeks of service before
end of the line. The small coach yard
being replaced with modern stainless steel commuter cars.
just east of the downtown depot became
jammed. A few hours later the train
show was repeated in the opposite
direction after the game.
Saturdays, even on non-Notre Dame
home games, saw a busy place at
Cummins. This was when the boxcab
switcher (usually as paired units) came
to exchange a full boxcar for the one
left the week before at the warehouse.
What made the Cummins siding even
more interesting was that the freight
switching work had to allow for the
busy schedule of regular passenger
trains. Furthermore, the track on either
end of the siding was in the middle of
city streets and the only automatic
warning device was for the LaPorte
For S gaugers who want to model South Shore Line cars, Street crossing. So train crews had to
American Models coaches would make a good start. I used be especially vigilant when switching
AM coaches to make a NYCRR commuter train, but a different back and forth onto Colfax or LaSalle
roof and various other modifications could result in a Streets. (See diagram, page 25).
reasonably accurate model of a South Shore coach.

Switch throwing was limited to the two
turnouts at the west end of the siding
by Colfax Street. The turnout on the east
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end at LaPorte street was a spring
switch which was aligned for the
mainline. Trains coming off the siding
toward LaPorte Street would go thru the
spring switch and the wheel flanges
would pull the switch points out. After
the train had cleared the turnout the
points would slowly return to align the
mainline. Model railroaders might want
to keep the idea of a spring switch in
mind for their layout operation! The
spring switch reduced the work for
trainmen using the siding. They only
needed to hand throw switches at the
west end. Trains heading west of course
could not enter the siding, only trains
heading east which figured into how the South Shore boxcab switchers were originally NYCRR
freight crew did the switching motors. Here an engineer carefully backs his train into a South
maneuver. The Cummins siding also Bend business spur, 1964.
played an important part in regular
operation of passenger trains.
Frequently a train coming from
Chicago would be delayed and get into
South Bend as the Chicago bound train
was loading passengers downtown.
Since there was only one track, the late
train from Chicago would stop
momentarily on Colfax Street, a
trainman would climb off and handthrow the switch for the siding. The
train would pull onto the siding and
stop. The trainman would then throw
the switch back to the mainline and the
late train would wait on the siding for
the Chicago bound train to pass which
usually took place within five or ten
minutes. Once the outbound train
passed, the late train would pull off the Converted NYCRR motor units look pretty good in South
siding thru the spring switch and finish Shore livery. Here we see one abreast of a "Little Joe" in
its run to the downtown depot.
Michigan City, 1970.
Once in a while a late train from
Chicago would need to use the Cummins
siding while switch crews were at work
there which meant that all the freight
equipment had to fit onto the short
warehouse spur for the meet. Needless
to say, that little area got quite a
workout.
The Cummins siding was a small but
interesting arrangement perfectly
suited to model railroad operation. The
following pages illustrate the switching
maneuver as best I remember it. If
anyone can come up with a simpler way
of switching the full and empty boxcars,
and reversing the locomotive to the Seen from Colfax Street, the Cummins siding holds a boxcab
other end of the train for the return trip freight while a passenger coach trundles by on its way to
Chicago. Your author spent a lot of time watching trains here
I would like to hear it.
as a youth. (Photo: Harry Zillmer)
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In downtown South Bend a 2-car train has just pulled out
of the coach yard and is climbing the LaSalle Street hill to
receive passengers at the main South Bend station. 1969.
Photo: Harry Zillmer.

In 1967 the South Shore had two potentially fatal mishaps
in South Bend. The brakes failed on the outskirts of the city
and the runaway cars plowed through street trackage and
finally plunged into a freighthouse at the end of a coach yard
track. Some injuries, and damage but no lives lost.
Photo: Harry Zillmer.
The only South Shore Line
equipment that came through
Cummins were the motorcoaches (occasionally towing a
former
Indiana
Railroad
baggage car) and the boxcab
switchers doing freightwork.
Those round-end boxcabs
always seemed odd looking to
me. The streamlined "Little
Joes" looked more like a
locomotive should but never
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came to Cummins because the
curves were too sharp for their
long wheelbase.
The South Shore maintenance
crews at the Michigan City
shops did a good job keeping the
old relics in operation. There
were however a few notable
mishaps related to failing
equipment. Two nearly identical
accidents happened a few months

apart in 1967. They invovled a single
motorcoach that was entering the
outskirts of South Bend when their
brakes failed. The track into the city
was at a slight downward grade which
maintained the coach's speed. Although
there were no brakes, the lights and
horn worked as did the warning
flashers at the main street crossings.
The runaway units plowed into the city
somehow staying on the tracks which
weaved in and out of various locations
along the way. Much of the track in
South Bend was in the middle of city
streets which is where the accidents
started happening. Any automobile
driver that did not see the approaching
railcar, with horn sounding, was struck.
For the five miles from the city's
outskirts to the end of the line,
approximately half of the track was
street running! The coach kept on going,
past the downtown depot, down the
steep LaSalle Street hill, over the river
and finally into the coach yard. At this
point the motorman, during one of the
two accidents, jumped from the train as
it plunged into a warehouse at the end
of the coach yard track. Lots of damage,
some injuries, but luckily no fatalities.
After these accidents, all trains into
South Bend were of two units whether
occupied or not so that there would be
a back-up unit for brakes.
As a kid I hung around Cummins
whenever I could even when there was
no activity. Sundays were the quietest
times. A buddy of mine lived in one of
the houses right next to the siding. Once
in a while when we felt adventurous we
would gather the nerve to put a heel
plate at a certain place on the railhead.
This piece of metal would be enough to
activate the automatic crossbuck
flasher signals at the LaPorte Street
crossing. Vehicles came to a sudden halt
and we would run like thieves from the
imaginary railroad cop. Innocent high
jinks compared to present day urban
youth problems.
In 1971, the South Shore Line depot in
downtown South Bend was closed in
favor of a new station on the far west
side of the city. All the old street
trackage was torn up and the Cummins
siding was abandoned. Where the
siding used to be is now a connector
between LaSalle and Colfax Streets,
scant reminder of all the railroad action
which that area once hosted. - MP

CUMMINS SIDING

Cummins Siding of the South Shore Line located on the near west side of South Bend, Indiana
(Circa 1956)
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(Cummins Con't.)
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SKETCH #1 shows
the
approaching
train,
round-end
locomotive pulling
box car F (full) and
two
other
cars
unrelated to this
manuever. At the
warehouse loading
dock is boxcar E
(empty) to be replaced
with boxcar F.

In SKETCH #2 the
train is uncoupled
after the F boxcar,
and the other cars are
left in the middle of
Colfax Street during
switching.
The
locomotive pulls the F
car onto the siding
and uncouples it, then
pulls ahead to switchback behind.

SKETCH #3 shows
the locomotive going
onto the warehouse
track to pick-up the E
car.

In SKETCH #4 the
locomotive backs out
with the E car, then
pulls forward onto the
siding and couples
with the F car.

(Cummins Con't.)

SKETCH #5 shows
the
locomotive
backing with both E
and F boxcars, then
forward onto the
•warehouse track with
the F car to be left at
the dock.

In SKETCH #6 the
locomotive uncouples
the F car, backs out
with the E car and
couples onto the other
cars
waiting on
Colfax Street. The
entire train is then
pulled forward onto
the siding.

SKETCH #7 shows
the two unrelated
cars being left on the
siding while
the
locomotive and E
boxcar pull ahead
onto the mainline and
make a run-around.

In SKETCH #8 the
locomotive backs in to
couple the two cars on
the siding, and finally
pulls the train away.

8
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FAVORITE

A composite model portrait. In the foreground an American Models FP7 passes a Geep going
under an EL train. The rapid transit cars are from Ed Davis' S gauge efforts. The skyscraper
background is from modelwork of your editor's Cincinnati urban scene.
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PHOTOS
In order to spice-up the
Dispatch with attractive
and/or unique railroad
visuals, I am beginning a new
department titled, "Favorite
Photos". My plan for each
issue is to feature a page or
two of interesting pictures
from contributors' collections.
Any photo will do for this
department as long as it has
a railroad theme, is clear
enough for publication, and
there are no copyright or
reproduction restrictions. I
also ask that photos for this
or any other department of
the Dispatch be furnished in
PRINT form rather than
slides. It is my hope that a
regular gallery of appealing
pictures will not only make
worthwhile viewing but
might inspire some S scale
modelwork!

A Third Avenue Railway System streetcar has just passed under the
NYCRR's 125th Street Station in New York City. This photo is special
because it is a rare view of the prototype from which your editor based
his S gauge layout. Photo: Harold A. Smith.

In this issue I'll start the ball
rolling with a few of my own
favorites. There is nothing
particular about these photos
except that I think they are
interesting in one way or
another.
Do you have any photos in
your collection which you
would like to see published
and share with fellow rail
buffs? The longevity of this
department will depend solely
on available photos. -- MP

r flOCk

Island

This photo from the Santa Fe Public Relations department is among
my favorites. It shows the cab interiors of an EMD 200 Class
locomotive. Photo courtesy: Santa Fe Railway.
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NEW PRODUCTS
by George Ricketts

BILL'S TRAIN SHOP (P.O
Box 561 , Seffiier, Fla. , 33584)
Bill has a new kit #BTS-009
available now for a crossing sign.
This is the standard wooden
crossbuck. This wood and styrene
kit builds four signs. It sells for
$5.00. Also available are four new
three point track gauges. They are
available for code 70 , 83 , 125
and 148 at $3.95 each. Bill has
also announced the '93 HARTOY
offerings. New body styles for
early '93 include the Peterbilt
Tractor Trailers , Peterbilt Canvas
Back Truck , Mack BM Tank
Truck , and a series of GMC T70's. A special
20' Tandem
Trailer set is being offered lettered
for Wonder Bread. Coming later in
the year are Ford F-6 Box Vans ,
Ford F-6 Tractors , and Heil 32'
tank trailers. Coming for the
modern modelers are 45' Fruehauf
Trailers, Kenworth T-600 and
Mack CH-600 Tractors. Bill is
again offering a fleet deal, 21 new
trucks for $ 166.00. Color catalogs
are available for $2.00 each.

Samhongsa with Pittman motors.
Price will be $910.00 Unpainted
or
$994.00 each
with
a
Reservation of $250.00 The Pilot
Model was displayed at the
Cleveland
N. A. S. G.
Convention.

OMNICON ( 50 S. Lively Blvd.,
Elk Grove Village , IL. 60007)
Is taking reservations for the third
locomotive of the Gang of 100.
This will be a double offering of
theP.R.R. J-la and the C&O T1. Both engines are 2-10-4 's.
These models are being built by
Samhongsa.
Both models are
being offered
painted and
unpainted. The pilot model is
expected in early 1993. Pricing
for the J-la painted is $1210.00
and unpainted $1110.00. The T-l
will come painted for $1210.00
and unpainted for $1110.00. This
is pricing for Gang Members only.
Extra models should by available
from Omnicon at higher pricing.
Extra parts , drives and tenders
will also be available. Contact
Omnicon if you wish a hi-rail
HYTECH
(1107 North version.
Sharks !!! Omnicon is producing
Pennsylvania Ave., Plant City , Fl.
Baldwin Sharks in both A and B
33566)
Is now taking reservations for units. These are plastic shells made
three versions of the NYC from master patterns by Bill
Niagara. Three versions are being Gerracci. Production casting is
offered.
They are the SI-a being done by Bronze Key
original version with 79" drivers , Models. Detail parts will be by
the Sl-b standard , and the S2-a Southwind models and decals will
with Poppet Valves. Different be by Des Plaines Hobbies.
tenders will be offered. These Omnicon drives with new side
models are being built by frames will provide the motion.
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Observation / Business cars are
also in the works. Three versions ;
2 heavyweights and a Budd
stainless steel unit , are being
offered. These are limited run
products. Fall delivery is expected.
RIVER RAISIN (6160 Upper
Straits Blvd., West Bloomfield, MI
48033)
Has in stock C&O
90000 series and NYC baywindow cabooses. The NYC
caboose is available unpainted for
$159.95 and painted either freight
car brown or jade green for
$194.95. The C&O caboose is
available unpainted for 159.95 and
painted red for $194.95 or painted
in five color yellow for $199.95.
The Burro Cranes are in and
available for $325.00. New for
1993 is the B&O class N34 round
roof covered hopper. They will be
delivered in primer gray. Decals
will be available. Reservations of
$50.00 are being accepted to
guarantee the pre-production price
of $155.00. Post-production price
will be $165.00. Reservations are
also being accepted for GE 44 Ton
diesels. These units will have a
dual flywheel drive and complete
cab interior. GE made over 300 of
these little units. They were owned
by over 30 railroads and countless
shortlines and industries. A $75.00
deposit will guarantee you the preproduction price of
$329.00.
Post-production price will be
$349.00.

(New Products Con't.)

S-HELPER SERVICE ( 2
Roberts Rd. , New Brunswick , NJ
08901 ) Is now shipping the GP35's. They are available in Undec ,
B&O , C&O , Conrail , SP ,
Cotton Belt , AT&SF , EL ,
Pennsy , Mopac , NYC , UP ,
CNW , Soo , GN and Chessie.
Many schemes come in multiple
numbers. Also available soon is the
Amtrak F-40 PH. This has a
urethane shell on an American
Models mechanism. They will be
available Undec for $200.00 or
Amtrak for $250.00.

Models RS-3 and one for HMD or
GE locomotives. They sell for
$5.00 a pair. New for the GP-35 is
a set of brass replacement
handrails at $17.00. Larry is
considering a high nose conversion
kit for the GP-35. Contact him if
you're interested. He is still taking
reservations for the GE 40-8B
locomotive at $50.00 each.

STEAM DEPOT (1838 Walnut
Street, Ashland , PA 17921 ) Has
announced pewter kits for the GE
44 and 70 ton locomotives.

- NOTICE Send New Product
information to:
George Ricketts
34355 Park East #B-5
Salon, Ohio 44139

SOUTHWIND MODELS ( P.O.
Box 9293 , Plant City , FL 33566
Has in stock the B&O 1-12
Caboose. They sell for $147.50.
Reservations are being accepted
for a Reading 40' box car. It will
be available in two versions. First
is the express version with steam
and signal lines , marker lamps ,
and a short ladder in the odd
comer to service the marker
lamps.
Second will be the
standard freight version. Both will
come with Birdsboro trucks.
Pricing is $147.50 each or $137.50
each per pair.

S SCALE AMERICA

( P.O.

Box 671 , Kenmore , WA 98028
Has begun shipping 48' container
kits for their Gunderson car. One
kit builds two containers and sells
for $10.00. Larry also has two new
twin sealed beam headlight
conversions, one for the American

S Scale Pilot Model GE 44-Ton Diesel. River Raisin Models, 6160
Upper Straits Blvd., W. Bloomfield, MI 48324.
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<S' FEST '92
Pete Mihelich

It was a cool brisk morning when the 'S' Gaugers
from the St. Louis area left for Chicago.
We had 2 groups of travelers with different interests
and routes. The first group left at 6:00 A.M. with a
goal of stopping at Chicago area hobby stores. The
second group was interested in Jim Lord's Winross
Truck Collection in Evanston.
I opted for the hobby shop tour since I had made
the trip to Jim Lord's last year. Out of 11 members
from St. Louis the first wave of 6 arrived in South
Chicago at S. F. & C. Model Trains and hobbies at
11:30 A.M. The store is modest with a small Lionel
layout. Owner, Stan Frishman was very cordial. After
stopping at Pilot Paint and Varnish, Hill Hobby and
Des Plaines Hobby we arrived at the Holiday Inn
at Elk Grove Village.
The trading pits were beginning to fill up. The
manufacturers, such as River Raisin, Omnicon and
'S' Helper were busily setting up their displays. Other
traders were arriving steadily and unloading. A
steady rain kept most people in or near the hotel.

Chairman Arnie Cisco

Even though the 'S' Fest was held the week before
Thanksgiving, close to 300 members registered. If you
weren't in the seasonal mood of trains for Christmas
when you arrived you were when you left.

This year's 'S' Fest was hosted by the Chicagoland
Gang in memory and tribute to Peter Jugle. Arnie
Cisco was the chairman filling in ably where Peter
Jugle had functioned for so many years.
At six P.M. Arnie found a line waiting at the
registration desk to get into the Trading Hall.
Andy Jugle once again provided continuous train
movies throughout the weekend. In an adjoining room
we were exited to see an original Gilbert Parachute
Tower in operation. A mint in the box set was also
seen to be for sale.

Plenty of items for sale

Of course there was the traditional model contest,
raffle, prizes, clinics, and a train race. The usual
convention souvenirs were available along with the
second in a series of 6 heavy weight 'S' Gauge cars
decorated in Chicago and Northwestern colors.
Saturday morning started out at 8:00 A.M. sharp.
After a complimentary breakfast all traders
scrambled in the hall. At 10:30 A.M., John Heck
proceeded with his 10% off each half hour sale. It
always draws a crowd and John sells a lot of
merchandise.
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Hiawatha shells from instrument designs

LIGHTING THE WAY
With Homemade Signal Lights
Illuminated signal lights on a model railroad have
always impressed me. When I built my S gauge layout
I was determined to have as many of these colorful
eye-catching gems as possible. I did not want them
for actual train control, but solely for lineside scenic
effect. To install sophisticated electronics for actual
train detection is expensive and requires more knowhow than available to me! It is also expensive to buy
ready-made electrified signal structures in multiples.
With these practical restrictions in mind I developed
a simple and inexpensive way of making lot of signal
lights with the use of hardware washers and tubing.
Grain-o-wheat bulbs are sized just right to fit into
1/8" tubing, and when the tubing is cut and mated
with suitably sized washers, the basic signalhead is
established. I looked through various washers at a
local hardware store and found some that had the
right size hole for the tubing. It is important to use
washers that have a hole sized as close as possible
to the tubing to get a snug fit. My first find was
washers measuring 3/4" in diameter. This is a little
too big for true S scale but I decided they would have
to do. Later I found some washers that had a suitable
center hole but were smaller and scaled better.
To form the sun visor for the signal lights I cut the
tubing at an angle, then cut it square at 3/8" lengths.
Each angle cut of the tubing forms another visor for
the next signalhead. The 3/8" sections of tubing are
then cemented into the washer. Either Goo or super
glue will work. After the signalheads are dry they
can be attached to a mast in the same fashion or
directly to a structure. After everything is dry they
can be painted flat black and the grain-o-wheat bulb
inserted. The bulbs can be held in place with a tiny
dab of Goo.
Ground level dwarf signals can be made in the same
way but they will need a much smaller washer than
block signal type lights would have in order to look
right.
When multiple signalheads are used (as on a signal
bridge) I twine the wires together and tuck them out
of sight as best I can along the mast. At some
convenient place out of sight, the wires can be
separated into + and -, soldered together, then a single
pair of wires fed to a power source.
I try to always use 12 volt bulbs (or higher), then
power them with less volts to last longer. If one burns
out the entire signal head has to be replaced since
the bulb was glued in to it. For a power source I use
a cheapie power pack which I can set the throttle

to the intensity that looks best. The power pack can
then be turned on and off with a separate toggle
switch. The accessory outlets on most power packs
are a constant voltage which is too high making the
lights overly bright thus shortening their life.
I now have more than twenty signal lights located
at various places on the layout and adding more as
inspiration strikes. - MP

^fc%.

'•

Brass or aluminum tubing cut at an angle for
a visor, then inserted into washers is what
forms these home made target signals. A little
Goo or super glue holds the parts together as
well as to the mast. A grain-o-wheat bulb
completes the assembly.
Hardware washer

Grain-0Wheat

Tubing cut at
angle to form
visor

Bulb wires to
electric power
(Feed thru mast
or along ladder)

Mast fastened to
signal bridge or
trackside base —
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MINUTES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF S GAUGERS, INC.
JULY 17, 1992 - CLEVELAND, OHIO
The annual meeting of the NASG's Board of Trustees (BOT) was
called to order at 7:20 p.m. on July 17, 1992 by President Mike
Ferraro (MF). Present were, MF, Treasurer Dave Davis (DD),
Secretary Mark McFrederick (MM), Western VP Lee Johnson (LJ),
Central VP Dave Held (DH), Eastern VP Doug Peck (DP), and
Dispatch editor Bob Jackson (BJ). Executive VP Moe Berk (MB)
arrived at 8:00 p.m.
The first order of business was addressed to BJ for a report on
the Dispatch. He stated that he had submitted his resignation
as editor of the Dispatch to MF with the August 1992 issue being
his last as editor. He stated that Mike Palmiter would be taking
over as editor and that he was working with Mike in the transition.
BJ exhorted the BOT to define the roles of editor vs. publisher.
No action was taken. BJ also suggested that the Dispatch be
published quarterly rather than bi-monthly as it was very difficult
to maintain quality and continuity of material and articles as he
has to frequently ask people to write an article or do the research
and write it himself. No action was taken at that time. DP moved
that the editor of the Dispatch be responsible for the Dispatch
and coverage of the NASG annual convention and he or his
attendee to the convention will receive $1000 for the convention
coverage. DH seconded; the motion carried 7-0.
Following Bob's report, LJ moved that the BOT minutes of July
1991 be accepted as submitted and published in the Dispatch
without reading. DP seconded the motion and it passed
unanimously.
Dave Davis presented the treasurer's report of fiscal year 7/1/
91 through 6/30/92. Motion to approve by DP, second by MB,
approved unanimously. Treasurer's report for projected 7/1/92
through 6/30/93 was presented. Motion by MB to table the report
until after committee reports, second by LJ, motion carried 7-0.
Promotions Committee report prepared by committee chairman
John Craft was reviewed by the BOT with detailed discussion of
positive and negative aspects of the Promotions Committee
projects. MM suggested that the BOT establish goals for the
committee chairman instead of the BOT defensively evaluating
the Promotions Committees' work. The consensus of the BOT was
that John Craft was the chairman and that the BOT should go
through him regarding promotions and that committee members
should go through John when reporting to the BOT. MF stated
that he would contact Marty Glass regarding the distribution of
brochures and that Marty should report to John. The Promotions
Committee budget was reviewed. MB moved the following:
"The Promotions Committee budget be approved contingent
upon all BOT members receiving one year's worth of
advertisements and quarterly reports of less than one page
in length."
MM seconded, motion approved 7-0. DP wished to express his
appreciation to John for his detailed report and work on the
Promotions Committee. The other BOT members concurred.

following the NMRA convention. This would not be a joint
convention but back-to-back allowing members of both clubs to
attend both conventions without traveling to different parts of
the country. The same would hold true for dealers and
manufacturers. Arguments ensued stating that historically west
coast conventions have a poorer turnout any way without having
it in the first part of the week instead of the weekend. MB concluded
the discussion with exhortation of the BOT to try it as proposed
and use the results when considering future conventions. With
that MB moved that the 1994 NASG annual convention be held
Sunday, August 21, through Wednesday, August 24, in Vancouver,
Washington, sponsored by the Oregon S sealers. Second by DH,
passed unanimously.
The Convention Committee Chairmen were authorized by the BOT
to advertise for bids for the 1995 and 1996 NASG annual
conventions.
MF stated that the Standards Committee was presently without
a chairman but that Robert Sherwood was interested in the
position. Otherwise, nothing else to report from the Standards
Committee.
MF stated that the Elections Committee would be busy in spring
1993 as the offices of president, treasurer, and eastern, central,
and western VP offices would be up for election. MM to chair
committee and to ask for nominations in the Dispatch.
DP reported that 98 new members had joined the NASG secondary
to the 1992 American Flyer car sales. DP presented the 1993 AF
car choices with discussion. Production dependent upon Lionel's
ability to produce one of the cars. The consensus of the BOT was
to go with a flat car of different road name than 1992 car with
a trailer load and a Railway Express Agency car if Lionel can
produce it. DP stated that he had a third car in mind if Lionel
could not and that he would announce the cars in the Dispatch
as soon as he knew for sure.
A coupler gauge was discussed and MB stated that he would
investigate it and get back to the BOT.
Other business brought up was the need to get more membership
cards printed and discussion of manufacturers' coupons with
membership renewal.
Final business of the evening was resumption of discussion
concerning the amount of Dispatch publications yearly. MB moved
that the Dispatch continue with six issues per year, one devoted
to convention coverage, one devoted to the membership directory,
and four regular issues. The motion was seconded by DH and
passed 6-1.
With no further business being introduced, the NASG BOT duly
adjourned at 10:15 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,

Convention Committee report presented by DH and LJ, chairmen.
They stated that they want Bill Lane to keep them up to date
regarding the 1993 convention in Valley Forge with frequent
communicatins between the three of them. MF stated that he would
get back to the BOT regarding an area for American Flyer
enthusiasts; specifically, an area for layouts and a trading room.
Discussion regarding the 1994 annual convention followed.
Concern was voiced about the Sunday through Wednesday
proposal of the Oregon S Sealers which would be immediately
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Mark McFrederick
Secretary NASG

NASG NATIONAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING
JULY 19, 1992 - CLEVELAND, OHIO
The meeting was called to order by NASG President, Michael R. Ferarro.
Other NASG Officers present, included;
Executive Vice President, Morris (Moe) Berk III
Eastern Vice President, Douglas G. Peck
Western Vice President, Lee M. Johnson
Treasurer, David J. Davis
Secretary, Mark McFrederick
Also, in attendance at the National Convetion, but not present at the
Membership Meeting, was Central Vice President, David O. Held.
REPORTS:
1. Secretary: The minutes of the 1991 Membership Meeting, held at
Syracuse, New York, were published in the DISPATCH. There was no
discussion or questions, and the minutes were approved and accepted as
published.
2. Treasurer: The 1991/1992 report and the 1992/1993 proposed budget
were read, and available as handouts. There were some questions answered
about National Convention "seed" money and AF car sales. The reports
are summarized as follows:
1991/1992
1992/1993
Report
Budget
Beginning Balance (July 1st)
$68,241.90
$54,715.97
Income
+ 94,393.43
+35,500.00
Expenses
- 107,919.36
-69,358.00
End Balance (June 30th)
$ 54,715.97
$20,857.97
Treasurer Dave Davis noted that the income estimate was conservative;
expenses are projected and actual.
3. THE DISPATCH: Bob Jackson is retiring as Editor of THE DISPATCH.
The Membership expressed their sincere appreciation for the outstanding
results of Bob Jackson's efforts. The new Editor will be Mike Palmiter (of
Williams, Indiana). Mike Palmiter is an accomplished model railroader and
author; he is a recent new member of NASG, and all are asked to attempt
to "network" with him. A discussion followed about reducing the publication
frequency of THE DISPATCH from six to four times per year, because of
an 'apparent shortage of articles, the relative cost, and the potential "burnout" by the Editor. The consensus of the Officers and Membership was
to keep the bi-monthly schedule which the Membership has come to expect
an enjoy. To ease the Editor's task, however, there will be four regular issues,
plus one issue devoted to reporting on the National Convention, plus one
issue devoted to presenting the Membership Directory.
4. Membership Committee: Don DeWitt has completed the passing of
responsibilities to John W. Metzger (of Troy, Missouri). The Membership
expressed its appreciation to Don DeWitt for his service over the past six
years. The CVSG Convention Committee acknowledged the valuable
assistance they received from Don DeWitt and expressed their appreciation
for that.
5. Model Contest: Kent Singer reported distributing contest rules and
guidelines for Convention Committees, and that Jim Whipple has joined
the Model contest Committee. A typical Convention Contest has about
twenty entries. There followed a general discussion of the concept of awards,
and of the Committee's support available to local clubs. The Committee
is considering announcing "themes" for future Convention Contests. No
motion was made for or against the idea. Kent concluded by encouraging
the membership to enter models in the contest.
6. AF Service (car) Committee: Doug Peck reported the need for AF type
articles for THE DISPATCH. The 1992 Commemorative Cars included the
CBQ Box Car and NKP Flat Car with Ertl Load. The CBQ Cars are presently
being shiped and the NKP Cars are due in four to six weeks (the artwork
used required prior approval). Less than thirty cars are still available. The
1993 cars have been chosen by the Committee but will not be announced
until the formal priced proposals have been received. The Ertl truck load
concept was well received and will be considered for future projects. In 1992
NASG received 98 new members through the AF Car Project. Bill Krause
and Moe Berk are working on the AF Coupler/Wheel Gauge. The question
had been posed as to whether NASG would make the coupler gauge available
once it had been approved or if the BOT would support a local effort to
make it available. The consensus of the BOT members present was that
they wold suport the project if taken on by a local club but did not commit
themselves financially.
7. Clearing House: Dave Bailey has received lots of requests for the Modular
Standards, and for the Scale Gauges with Kadee Couplers (using number
5, will consider number 802).
8. NASG/Lionel Advisory Group: Moe Berk reported the group had met
with the Lionel Representatives and developed preliminary understandings.

9. Promotions: John Kraft has arranged for a lot of NASG promotional
ads to be placed in six or seven major magazines at discounted rates. He
will also make available NASG promotional brochures to be distributed
at various train shows. NASG will participate in the NMRA National
Convention (Columbus, Ohio 1-9 August 1992) with a major display and
about six tables for S-Gauge Manufacturers. About 14 NASG members have
volunteered to man the NASG booth.
10. Standards Committee: Bob Sherwood of Cheyenne, Wyoming has
indicated that NMRA now defers to NASG for S-Gauge matters. Joe Lebovitz
commented on the status of the NASG Standards adopted in 1981.
11. Elections Committee: Mark McFrederick, NASG Secretary will head
the Elections Committee. He will seek nominations for the NASG Spring
1993 Election for the following positions: President and Treasurer (four year
terms) and three regional Vice Presidents (two year terms).
12. Convention Committee: Lee Johnson reported that the approximately
41,600 loss from the 1990 Convention has been recaptured and that
Convention provided excellent promotion of NASG. Approximately 150
NASG members attended the 1990 joint Convention with NMRA in
Pittsburgh, Pa. the 1991 Convention in Syracuse, New York had 215 NASG
registrations plus 100 one-day attendees. It is anticipated the Cleveland
Convention will have over 300 registrants. The 1993 Convention will be
at Valley Forge, PA., and is a joint Convention with NMRA. The 1994
Convention will be held in the Portland, Oregon area, on August 21-24,
1994 which is a Sunday through Wednesday. This convention is not a joint
convention with NMRA, but is back-to-back with it. Advertisement for bids
for the 1995 and 1996 NASG Conventions will be published in the
DISPATCH.
TOPICS DISCUSSED:
1993 Joint NASG/NMRA Convention: The Membership requested more
information about that Convention and additional information will be
available in the next DISPATCH. There will be an effort to have all NASG
members stay in one hotel with an NASG Hospitality Suite provided. The
members were reminded to indicate their NASG Membership status and
number when registering for the Convention. The 1993 NASG Membership
Meeting will be held at Sunday Breakfast. Bill Lane reported NASG had
been assigned at least three clinics, and should provide more for good
promotional considerations. A poll of the membership reveiled six
individuals prepared to present clinics, as follows:
Kent Singer - Railroad Watches
Bob Jackson - Command Control
Charlie Brown - AF Tinplate & Scale Reflections
Dick Karnes - Turnout Building
Jerry Porter - Freight Cars, Everything
Joel Lebovitz - Beyond Flyer
Josh Seltzer reported the CVSG Club has developed a computer software
package for Convention Registration, and will make it available.
Bob Jackson is preparing the Cleveland Convention report for the
DISPATCH, and all Committees are asked to submit their reports to him.
NASG Conventions should be coordinated with other model railroad
National Conventions. TCA is in June, NMRA and TTOS are in August.
The NASG Portland area Convention will be held 21-24 August 1994 (Sunday
through Wednesday) and will follow the NMRA and the MRIA Conventions
in that locale. Jack Troxell noted that Texas schools start in mid-August
and many Eastern schools are in session until mid-June.
Some members questioned the Sunday through Wednesday 1994
Convention dates. Mike Ferraro reinforced that the BOT had decided to
try this and assess the turnout afterwards using the information to plan
future conventions.
Joel Lebovitz asked "What is available in S-Gauge beyond American
Flyer?" Josh Seltzer asked "What is NASG doing now for Scale operators?"
These questions provoked considerable discussion from the floor. Some
wanted to see mere Scale freight car projects and suggested 70-ton, outside
braced, plastic hopper cars. There is currently a perception that several
strong manufacturers now exist, and NASG should not do anything to
damage them. After lengthy discussion Josh Seltzer made the motion that
"NASG, as an organization, shall encourage, facilitate, promote, or support
the production of new freight cars, by forming an official committee." Bob
Jackson seconded the motion and, by voice vote the motion was approved.
Josh Seltzer volunteered to chair the Committee and to develop a detailed
proposal. President, Mike Ferarro will form the Committee.
Kent Singer made the motion that "NASG promote S-Scale as the scratch
builders hobby." The motion was seconded by Art Doty, and defeated by
voice vote.
The meeting adjourned at 11:50 a.m.
Mark McFrederick
Secretary, NASG
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- MAILTRACK Dear Mike:
Congratulations on you being designated Editor of
the Dispatch, your first issue was very good. As
former editor of O-Scale News magazine I also
published bi-monthly to a relatively small percentage
of the model railroad hobby. I can appreciate the
amount of work you will be undertaking. I hope your
subscribers help you and the Dispatch succeed with
article input.
I was amazed at the amount of good work done
by S sealers and the amount of products that have
come about for those hardy S-soles over the past years.
I am a former Flyer fellow myself, I liked the
proportions of S compaired to Lionel's tubular 3-rail
track. I went to HO in the 1960s through the late
1970s and then switched to O-scale. I still harbor an
affection for Flyer in my heart but have too much
invested to change again.
Sincerely,
Joe Frank
Philadelphia, PA
(Thanks for your encouragement, Joe, The last
sentence of your letter is a common belief of
"other-sealers" who might like to switch to S
but feel they are too committed to their present
collection. Before taking the plunge into S scale
I had devoted 25 years to other scales. I had
no problem recovering my investment, and the
techniques learned then are invaluable now
that I am an S sealer. — MP)
Dear Editor,
I have only been a member of the NASG for a couple
of years, but during that time I have seen a number
of questions and comments regarding the issue of
promoting S gauge model railroading. I would like
to make one suggestion to the NASG membership
that might help in this area.
For the past year I have had a subscription to the
Prodigy interactive computer service. This service
allows people with computers equipped with modems
access to various kinds of information. Prodigy also
has a number of public bulletin boards where people
exchange and share ideas. One of the bulletin boards
is HOBBIES with a category for TRAINS. As one
might guess, the HO and N gaugers dominate this
board. Only a couple of us are currently keeping a

S gauge subject alive and we need help. If NASG
members who have computers would join Prodigy,
we could promote S through the bulletin board plus
have a means of sharing information and helping
each other. Prodigy is only a single monthly charge
with no telephone connect time charge. All numbers
are usually local. Therefore, the investment would not
be too great.
As I indicated previously, this is only a possible
idea to help promote S in some way. I have seen S
described to beginners on this board by people of other
gauges as a gauge only for scratch builders and
therefore a gauge to stay away from. I do not believe
that is true anymore. If only a few NASG members
would join us, it would be of great help.
Sincerely,
Craig Stair
Garland, TX
Following back issues of the "DISPATCH"
available:
1990 Volume 13, #1, #2, #4, #5, #6
1991 Volume 14, #1, #3, #5
1992 Volume 15, #1, #2, #3, #4, #5, #6
One back issue for $3.50; Two back issues for
$5.00; Three or more back issues for $2.00 each.
All prices listed include postage and handling.
Send list and check to NASG, INC., JOHN
METZGER, RT. 4, BOX 326-F, TROY, MO.
63379-9461.

DAVE PLOURDE
187 Mapleshade Ave.
P.O. Box 385
East Longmeadow, MA. 01028
(413) 525-3492
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CUVAHOQA VALLEY LINK*

"The Hi-Rail Route"
8727 Broadview Rd.. Broadview Hts., Ohio 44147

Lee McCarty — President

In The Next Dispatch ...
In the April issue we feature Ed Davis' unusual
Highrail layout with Flyer and scratchbuilt
equipment.
We'll also look at rapid transit railroading, and
take a look at South Bend Union Station. Maybe
a few surprises too!

WANTED
To correspond with anyone who has bought and
installed the new Old Pullman S scale turnouts
especially if they were installed using ground hand
throws. Please contact Michael A. Scivoletti, 34
Nestor Street, Franklin, New Jersey, 07416-1522.

FOR SALE
Brass steam locomotives, Overland and Omnicon.
WANT:
Sunset UP Big Boy, Challenger; Overland SP GS4,
Omnicon PRR LI. James Swartz, 122 Julia Dr.,
Lincolnton, NC 28092.

NOTICES

BIG BOYS TOYS
We have a complete
line of Scale "S" items.

TRY US
The best stocked scale "S" shop

Tracks & Trains Spring '93
Sunday, March 28th 10 AM - 4 PM
Masconomet Field House
Endicott Road off Route 95
Topsfield, Mass,
Dealer space available for INFO call
Doug Peck 508-465-8798
All Gauges, operating layout, food service, free
parking. $3.00 adult/child 12+ $1.00. Seniors - $1.00.
Kids free with adult supervision.

in the Southwest

2127 E. Palmdale Blvd.
Palmdale, California 93550

(805) 273-6229

Dalee Electronics has moved to:
10 Witmer Road, Lancaster, PA 17602.
Phone 717/392-1705 Fax 392-4694.
The V. Anthony Agency announces the publication
of their new Hobby Surplus Catalog. It contains a
wide range of hobby products at discount prices. As
an introductory offer the catalog is available at I/
3 off the cover price. To receive a copy send $2.00
to Hobby Surplus Sales, 287 Main Street, P.O. Box
2170ED, New Britain, CT 06505.

Box 262
S - 241 24 ESLOV, SWEDEN

Te.-46-413-11000
Fax-46-413-10000

TENNESSEE

S SCALE &

HI-RAIL-C.ODE 148
Earl O. Henry, Jr.

Pneumatic Turnout Control Systems
321 N. 40th St.
Allentown, PA 18104
(215)398-7896

4487 Post Place, #145
Nashville, TN 37205

GREGG SPENCE, Owner

ILm ILemoriam:
PETER J.JUGLE
8/1/39-2/14/92
a "best friend" of S gauge

K' Jl(o<id
Brick, Stone, Block, Roofing, Kits
321 N. 40th St.
Allentown, PA 18104
(215) 398-7896
GREGG SPENCE, Owner
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HELPER
SERVICE
MARYLAND &
PENNSLYVANIAR.R.
BALTIMORE & OHIO R.R.
Pres. Art Kuperstein

Yardley, PA

PORT
HURQN&
NORTHERN
David a Held
•
Operating Manager
"S" & "803
Utica, Michigan
(313)739-2932

Stan Houghton
Danville, VA

SERVING MID-COAST MAINE

R.T. WALL
Searsport, Maine

GREAT BASIN RAILWAYS
UNION PACIFIC
«— • UTAH CENTRAL RY
1—' UTAH & NORTHERN

Scale Railroading
***

THE FINEST OF Sn3 AND S SnunMIU

1446 Fremont Avenue
Los Altos, CA 94024

The Southern
Berkshire R.R.
BILL FUHRMAN, President
174 Lakes Rd.
Bethlehem, CT 06751

JOHN PRATT

HAMBURG, GERMANY
SPOKANE, WA

EB.NIE HORR

ROGER JENSEN
2766 N. 3R.D ST.
MWTIM, OHIO

df rail

DENIS FORTIER
JOMM H. Boarz SR., TV«

Go Wii\r Baldam

1501 -A CASTLE PL SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 871 18
(505) 268-9095

PEMNEPACK VAitEY
WESTERlt EMLEnm
PlOUMTAIN DIVISION

Helping
S Scale
Grow!!

»

ELECTRIC R..R.
PASSENGER LCL
CAR. LOAD LOTS

MEMBRE NASG MEMBER
971 Boulevard du Cap
Cap-a-IAigle, Qc. Canada
GOT 1 BO

JEFFERSON CENTRAL KR..

PLATEAU
HAILWAY

GREAT NORTHERN
EDMONTON

PAUL R/LEY

7// Lott/eL i sr.

P£A BOD y, M A .
'S Scale'

BETHEL FALLS

ROGER NUL TON
845 20th Street
San Diego, CA 92102
(619) 235-6398

RED PASS & GORGE

__

RAILROAD

§_R G

& WESTERN
R.B. "Bob" HADLOW
GENESSEE & GREAT WESTERN
Michael Holland
Rochester, New York

President and Only Bill Payer
DICK WHOLF, PRESIDENT
"Happy Scale Railroaders"

SANDY HOOK LINES

S/Sn3
11 Edgeridge Way N.W.,

NMRA/PNR LIFE

Calgary, Alia. T3A4G8

239-5817

V I R G I N I A COASTAL RAILROAD
YERVING ALL OF HAMPTON ROADS

DAVID C. POOL
WILTON, CONN.
Joe Scales 111

HDQTRS \^^^/PRES I DENT:

Ris.l Box 323a

Ridgerray, VA 24148

Tut LIBERTY BE.LL. ROUTE -

NORFOLK. VA
L.J.STEINBERG
THE ROUTE OF THE RAPID SPIRIT

MODULAR

Tut
or
NXC ^ D.C.
TjESTER. CfeNTRAL H.R.
B I L l K R A U 1 E , PtE3.
I I 0 U M E R I C K ROM
F A I R F 1 B L D , C O W N 06130

SUPPORT "S" GAUGE
Louis A. Aprile
1303 Deblin Dr.
Milford, OH 45150

S SCALE MODEL RAILROADING

THE BOOT CANAL CENTRAL
DIVISION OF
THE SOUTH, SOUTH, SOUTH
OF SOUTH JERSEY
DAILDOAD
IINDIG CONSTRUCTION

Badgerland S Gaugers
Serving and promoting S Gauge
in Southeastern Wisconsin - All facets

Ronald Schlichl
5274 So. 49th
Greenfield Wl
53220
<4l4)42l-8:il2

Glassboro, N.J.

New
Members
Welcomed
************

Promoting "S' Scale in the
South Jcrsej Area

Marty Glass
3586 Chaplou • St. Louis, MO 63129
314-892-7252

Joe Sui.ivan - Secretary
140 Norris Street
Mantua, NJ. 08051
(609) 468-4173

*url*(n*M'« flrtfi"

DAVID JASPER

FRANKLIN, N.J.

RAILS AND REELS, WHEELS AND DEALS

LECTRONICS
Designer and Manufacturer of Fine Electronic Devices
Sinct 1976

4246 Oregon Pike
PO Box 280
DALLAS E. GUTACKER Bro«n8»»n, PA 17508
PHESCENT
(717) 859-6673

FALL S FEST
WHERE SCALERS, COLLECTORS,
HI-RAILERS, NARROW GAUGERS,
& MANUFACTURERS MEET ONCE
A YEAR IN THE MID-WEST
TO HAVE FUN!!
INFO:

JOHN J. WICKLAND

Napanee, Tamworth
& Marlbank Rly.
A portable display layout
Paul Raham Tom Spaulding
Marlban, Ont. Napanee, Ont.

PORT LINES HOBBY SUPPLIES
Doug Peck
6 Storeybrooke Drive
Newburyport, MA 01950
__
(508) 465-8798

-tV

6160 Upper Straits Blvd.
West Bloomfield, Ml 48324

M O D E L S

Committed to
S Scale and NASG
OREGON
S SCALERS

American Flyer
"S" Gaugers of the St. Louis Area
MOE BERK

Co-Ordinator

»•
iLL
g

Contact:
Norm Strain
4256 N.E. 8th
Gresham.OR 97030
(503) 666-5995

H. J. Hauschild
Railroad Drawings
& Memorabilia
6158 Holmes
Kansas City, MO 64110

SouthWind Models
P.O. Box 9293
Plant City, FL 34289

WANTED LIONEL
AMERICAN FLYER
O-TRAINS-S

FLYER.

' JOY & RICH AMBROGIO
BUY & SELL ALL TYPES
OF TRAINS

10 FRANKLIN AVE. 5-P
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y. 10601

(914)682-8443
AFTER 5 PM

SOUTHERN PACIFIC R.R. CO.
SACRAMENTO DIVISION

VICTOR E. CHERVEN

VICTOR B. CHERVEN
• 95252

2331 S. 58th ST.
WEST ALLIS, WISCONSIN 53219

".V'c'f 'i*r-s i" Arnt'ncan Hvcr Train* & S-<i<iUKC Railrtiadittf;'

A/an Evans, Co-ordinator
614-471-7277 or 471-7701

2347 W«« Mom,

39 Graeler Dr. • St. Louis, Mo. 63146

ALLEE

.entra1

SpnngfUM.H. 0
(217)707-0031

AMERICAN FLYER TRAINS
CHRYSLER 300 AUTOMOBILES
MOVIECRAFT
DISTRIBUTOR / MARKETING

L. ANDREW JUGLE
327 HIGHLAND AVENUE
ELMHURST, IL 60126
708-833-5394

The flimsy lives in Sonlh Jersey

• Vhio S Gaugers

Minnesota

A STAR-CROSSED DIV.

BILL LANE JR.-PRES.
525 WARWICK RD.
DEPTFORD, N.J. 08096
(609) 848-2739

'— H«h*7 Bhafi

• TMu-LJor*!, N. HO. S
• O. &•»•
• Model]

Bloomington

SEKVFS THE NATION RIGHT

I>0 CBA 04
TRANSFER CO.

Maximum Modular Railroading
with minimal scenery

"SM SCALERS
All aspects of -S"
are represented
and new members
arc welcomed

to
Pittsburgh
Penna.

"(flu iHuncfer <Rff act Line"

CUSTOM MODEL TRAIN LAYOUTS

DIVISION HDQTDS. Glassboro, N.J.

ATLANTIC
&
WESTERN
RR.

Serving.
Wildwood
New Jerse}

National
CONVENTION
VALLEY FORGE
PA.

HOST CLUB
FOR THE 1993
N.M.R.A.
N.A.S.G.

Unlimited, Inc.
ADOG60NEGOOD
BAIIQOAD!

MIDWEST RROADIANA & SLIDES

SOUTH JERSEY

Layouts

Us
5?
«li>

4775 GIFFORD ROAD
OCONOMOWOC, WIS. 53066
1-414-567-7320

The newest "S" Scale Club
Ect. July 27, 1989 @ 2:M PM

ROOT CANAL CENTRAL
"RocifeOf The Happy Tooth"

J

CHARLES B. PORTER

American Flyer — High Rail — Scale

DEPTFORD & WESTERN

aryland Division

TCA 81 32809

3)4-528-4214

MICHAEL SALVATORE

ROGER L. SHIMON
783 Old Tower Road
Oconomowoc, WI 53066
1-414-567-9686
"S SCALE CAPITAL OF WISCONSIN"

RESERVED
FOR THE
CALIFORNIA
SOUTHERN
ALMAKEM EL TORO, CA

AFCC 2137

100% NASG MEMBERSHIP

HELPS GAUGE
GROW,TALKITUP
WHERE EVER YOU GO!

Fellowship, Modules and Fun
Since 1978!

Help finance NASG special projects. 1 year of ads (your art or ours) for $10.
NASG INC., John W. Metzger, Rt. 4 Box 326F, Troy, MO 63379.

SHOP-

SPECIAL RUNS IN S

P.O. BOX 867
COOS BAY, OREGON 97420-0201
B-521 Boston & Maine $25.00

B-522 New York Central $27.00

CH-662 Great Northern $32.00

- -^--=><r ^"^
"A PLEASURE TO BUILD"f.l3wrltnel^ef^^
kits are availa5le~,
^^"
'" • - ^*** *«^.
^"***** ^^
""
in a wide selection of roadnam^arfk^Iye^fajns, ourTat?<ut available
with Flyer-compatible trucks at no addiTibrtal4
shipping on direct orders under $100.
:L
w

i

1111

Don't miss 'em! To order; write, or for extra fast service
call 1-503-267-6664. Visa and MasterCard accepted.
0-555 New Haven

$25.00

ARRIVING NOW - OUR NEW 1937 AAR Steel 40 FOOT BOXCAR!

